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CHARGING INSTRUCTIONS
This vibrator arrives with a charge of about 70%, so it is not necessary to charge it before first use. 
Connect the USB plug into the USB port of your computer or other output and the other end of the 
DC charger into toy's input. 
Initial charge will take about 1 hour, and subsequent charges will take about 2 hours to complete. 
The LED lights will flash on the toy or the remote while devices are charging and remain solid when 
fully charged.  There is no danger of battery damage by overcharging, but itʼs recommended not to 
overcharge for long periods of time.
Charge lasts for about 60 minutes of play time on the lowest vibration level, and about 45 minutes 
of play time on the highest level. One full charge of the remote control will last  for about 9 months.
Toy vibration slows before stopping completely when battery depletes.

This toy operates at a sound level of 65db at 3.7V.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
This toy must be turned on by using the Power Button 
at its base. After power is initiated directly on the toy, 
it can be operated with or without the remote control.
DIRECT TOY CONTROL: 
Press the Power Button for 1.5 seconds until the 
vibration motor in the shaft vibrates for a short burst. 

The light will flash twice then remain solid. Now both 
motors in the toy are in standby mode. 

Press the Power Button again quickly to cycle through 6 
functions of vibrations in the shaft.
Press the Function Button to cycle through 6 functions of thumping 
at the head of the shaft.

Press the Power Button for 1.5 seconds to turn off both motors.
WITH THE REMOTE CONTROL: 

Press the Power Button at base of toy for 1.5 seconds until the vibration 
motor in the shaft vibrates for a short burst. The light will flash twice then 

remain solid. Now the remote control (and both motors) are in standby 
mode. 

Press the Power Button on the remote quickly to cycle 
through 6 functions of vibrations in the 
shaft.
Press the Function Button on the remote 
to cycle through 6 functions of thumping 

at the head of the shaft.
Press the Power Button on the remote for 1.5 

seconds to turn off all functions in the toy and 
return to standby mode. Turn the toy off 

completely by using the Power Button at 
the base of the toy.

Product Specifications:

Material:  Silicone + ABS

 Battery: Rechargeable lithium battery

    Voltage: 3.7V  

     Number of Vibrations: 6 functions 

      of vibrating and knocking

        User time: No less than 

         45 minutes

      Sound Level:  ≤65DB


